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Application filed October 18, 1915, serial No. 56,570. Renewed November 15, 1919. serial No. 338,324. 
To all whom it may concern. 
Be it known that I, CHARLEs L. CHRIS 

HOLM, a subject of the King of England, re 
siding at New Glasgow, Province of Nova 
Scotia, Dominion of Canada, have invented 
a new and useful Sound-Reproducing. Ma 
chine, of which the following is a specifica 
tion. 
This invention has reference to sound-re 

producing. machines, and more particularly 
to the sound-box structure. The object of 
the present invention is to provide a repro 
ducer sound-box whereby certain character 
istics of the recorded sounds not heretofore 
obtained in the reproduced sounds are in 
cluded in such reproduced sounds, so that 
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the sounds obtained from the sound record 
have a naturalness not heretofore attained. 

It is known that sound records contain 
overtones to which sound-reproducing de 
vices as heretofore constructed are not sen 
sitive, so that the reproduced sounds have a 
different quality from the original sounds - sound. 
ind there is a noticeable difference between 

the reproduced sounds and the originals of 
the recorded sounds. The result is that a 
Sound-reproducing machine in operation is 
readily recognized as such and is not mis 
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taken for the original of the recorded 
sounds, wherefore the reproduction has a 
Sound-reproducing machine quality of its 
own, because of the absence of over-tones in 
such reproduced sounds, although the over 
tones are actually recorded in the sound 
record. . 

While the present invention is not direct 
ed to the recording of sounds, the perfec 
tion of the reproduction is dependent in part 
upon the perfection of the recording of the 
sounds. Such perfection in recording is due 
to a large extent to having the diaphragm 
of the recording sound box superficially free 
with the stylus arm in contact with the cen 
ter of the diaphragm over an area of min 
ute exterit approaching as near as practi 
cable to a geometric point. For the best re 
sults such arm should also be free from ac 
tual attachment to the diaphragm. Good 

50 
results may be obtained even when a minute 
quantity of wax or the like is used to con 

nect the sides of the pointed end of the stylus 
to the central portion of the diaphragm, 
with, however, the extremity of the point in 
actual unattached contact with the dia 
phragm. 

'In the present state of the art sound rec 
ords have the sound record grooves of sinu 
ous form or or varying depth.. The sinuous 
form is known as a gramophone record and 
the form of varying depth is known as a 
phonograph record. These different kinds 
of, sound records require stylusses and stylus 
carrying means of different shapes and con 
structions for actuating the reproducing ele 
ments, which latter usually include a dia 
phragm for converting the variations of the 
sound record grooves into air waves simu 
lating the original sound. The original 
sound record, the reproducing diaphragm, 
the stylus, and the means for transmitting 
the motions of the stylus to the diaphragm 
all have an influence upon the reproduced 

It is due to the customary manner 
of connecting the stylus to the diaphragm 
for causing vibration of the latter that there 
is loss of the over-tones and the character of 
the reproduced sound is correspondingly 
modified, and the reproduced sounds there 
fore have a talking machine character to a 
greater or less extent. 

It has been found that b 
vibrations of the stylus E. 
through the intermediary of electrical means 
after the manner of a telephonie, many of 

transmitting the 

the over-tones heretofore lost are impressed upon the reproducing diaphragm and the 
reproduced sound has the naturalness of the 
original sound, so that the reproduced 
sounds very closely simulate the original 
sounds to an extent noticeably superior to 
the commercial sound reproducing machines, 
with the advantage that such naturalness of 
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o the diaphragm 
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reproduction from commercial types of 
sound records is commercially feasible. 
The present invention contemplates the 

employment of a microphonic element, or, 
if need be, more than one microphonic ele 
ment, located practically at or in some other 
relation to the stylus, while the vibrations 
imparted to the microphone by the stylus 
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are transmitted to the diaphragm through 
electromagnetic means similar to the action 
of a telephone receiver. . 

It is best to employ a microphonic element 
of minute size to avoid material interfer 
ence with the vibration of the stylus, and, 
furthermore such microphonic element 
should be free to move with or under the 
action of the stylus, so as to avoid material 
dampening of the vibrations, and for this 
reason the microphone may be of an inertia. 
type, whereby the variations of contact are 
brought about by an inertia action, as will 
hereinafter appear. 
The present invention also contemplates. 

the combining of the mechanical transmis 
sion of the vibrations from the stylus to the 
diaphragm with electrical transmission 
thereof, whereby the tones due to the me- . 
chanical transmission have superposed there 
on over-tones due to the electrical transmis 
sion, so that loudness of reproduction with 
naturalness of reproduction is obtainable. 
The invention contemplates numerous de 

tail improvements which will appear here 
f 

inafter. - - 

The invention will be best understood from 
a consideration of the following detailed de 
scription, taken in connection with the ac 
companying drawings forming part of this 
specification, with the further understand 
ing that while the drawings show a practi 
cal form of the invention, the latter is not 
confined to any strict conformity with the 
showing of the drawings, but may be 
changed and modified, so long as such 
changes and modifications come within the 
scope of the appended claims. In the drawings:- 

Figure 1 is an elevation of a sound box 
equipped for electrical transmission to the 
diaphragm of the impulses imparted to the 
stylus by the sound record. 

Figure 2 is a section on the line 2-2 of 
Figure 1 with some parts in elevation, and 
also showing electrical connections diagram 
matically. - 

Figure 3 is a view similar to Figure 1 but 
illustrating a sound box equipped with both 
mechanical and electrical transmission of vi 
brations from the stylus to the diaphragm. 

Figure 4 is a section on the line 4-4 of 
Figure 3 with some parts in elevation. 
I Figure 5 is an end elevation of the dia 
phragm actuating magnet and stylus arm of 
Figures 3 arid 4, the diaphragm being shown 
in section. 

60 

Figure 6 is a EE view of the up per end of a cabinet type of sound repro 
ducing machine showing the invention ap 
plied. . . . 

Figure 7 is a view similar to Figure 2 
showing a somewhat modified form of the 
nvention with the electrical circuits in dia 
gram: - - 
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- Figure 8 is a section lengthwise of the 
stylus arm and microphonic element utilized 
as a holding screw for the stylus in accord 
ance with the showing of Figure 1, the draw 
ing being on a considerably magnified scale. 

Figure 9 is a side elevation of a micro 
phonic element with parts broken away to 
show some of the internal construction, the 
scale being also considerably magnified. 

Referring to the drawings there is shown - is w a sound box casing 1 carrying a diaphragm 
5 

2 and provided with the usual neck 3 at the , 
back of the casing for the attachment of the 
sound box to the swinging arm element 4 of 
the sound amplifier of the instrument. Sn 
far as the sound box and its support, to 
gether with a sound amplifier, are con 
cerned, such parts may follow the usual 
practice of well known commercial machines, 
and while in the drawings: the types of 
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sound boxes shown are those adapted for . 
the gramophone type of Sound record, it will 
be understood that by well understood 
changes in construction the phonograph type 
of sound record and sound box may be uti 
lized. The characteristics of the different 
types of commercial sound reproducing ma 
chines are so well known that it is not 
deemed necessary to illustrate the phono 
graph type, since the invention will be fully 
understood from the forms shown in the 
drawings. . . . 
In Figure 1 a rock arm 5 is mounted upon 

the sound box by means of trunnions 6 and 
bearing screws 7 constituting the well known pointed bearing employed in many delicate 
instruments. 
The screws 7 extend through lugs 8 on the 

sound box 1, after the customary manner, so 
that the arm 5 may have an extent of rock 
ing movement about the axis of the trun 
nions 6. The arm 5 at the end remote from 
the sound box, since such arm projects be 
yond the periphery of the sound box, is 
formed into an elongated socket 9 designed 
to receive a reproducing stylus 10 which in 
the drawings is shown as of the customary 
steel needle type, although, of course, the 
fiber type of stylus may be used or the jewel 
type or any other form of stylus employed 
in sound reproducing machines. In the 
case of the employment of the needle type of - 
stylus, it is necessary to frequently renew 
the stylus, wherefore the styluses are made 
readily removable from the stylus arm and 
are ordinarily held in the socket 9 by a set 
or clamp screw easily operable by hand. 
In the structure shown in Figure 1 there is a 
microphonic element 11 employed as the 
clamp screw for the stylus, such microphonic 
element being shown on a greatly enlarged 
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scale in Figure 8. The microphonic element 
is provided with a casing 12 containing a back 
contact 13 and a front contact in the form of 
a diaphragm 14 carried by the casing and 13 () 
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defining between the diaphragm and the 
back contact a granule chamber containing a 
suitable amount of granules 15 usually of 
carbon and following the customary tele 

5 phone practice. The casing 12 has on the slide 
of the diaphragm remote from the granule 
chamber and in spaced relation to the dia 
phragm a cover member 16 which may be a 
simple plate, and this cover member is held 

O 
instance, by a spun-over edge 17 of the cas 
ing. Since it is convenient to employ the 
cover 16 as an electric conductor, insulation 
18 is introduced betwen the edge of the cover 
and the casing, although of course, it will be 
understood that since it is not obligatory to 
use the cover as an electric conductor the in 
sulation may in such case be omitted. The 
cover 16 in the particular showing of Figure 
8 is connected to the back contact 13 by an 
insulated conductor 19 soldered or otherwise 
joined to a projection 20 on the back con 
tact, such projection being, of course, suit 
ably insulated from the casing. Secured to 
the diaphragm 14 is a stem 21 having a 
threaded portion adapted to screw into the 
socket end 9 of the stylus arm 5 in order to 
clamp the stylus 10 in readily removable re 
lation to the socket. The stem 21 is ex 
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30 tended through a passage 22 in the cover 16, a 
respect to the body of the microphone to so that electrical connection between the 

stem 21 and cover 16 is prevented. 
Since the diaphragm 14 is utilized as one 

terminal of the microphonic element the 
stem, 21 being fast to the diaphragm and 
being made of metal is utilized as a conductor 
electrically connecting the diaphragm with 
the stylus arm 5 and the latter may also be 

35 

used as a conductor, as will hereinafter ap 
40 pear. The utilization of the cover 16 as one 

terminal of the microphone and the use of 
the microphone as a binding screw for the 
stylus necessitates a contact with which the 
cover may engage. Such a contact is shown 

45 in Figures 2 and 8 as an elastic member 23, 
which may be in the form of a strip of metal 
bent upon itself with one end fast to but 
electrically insulated from the stylus arm 5 
and the other so situated that when the mi 
crophonic element is screwed so that the stem 
21 clamps the stylus 10 the strip 23 is in 
engagement with the cover 1f preferably 
under some elastic pressure, thus, insuring 
good contact. A conductor 24 is made fast 
at one end to the strip 23 and is included 
in a circuit to be described. The stylus arm 
5 is maintained in a central or neutral posi 
tion by an equalizer spring 25 which may 
be made fast to the sound box casing 1 and 
extend to opposite sides of the axis of rock 
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ing of the arm 5 so that the arm is central ized or equalized by the spring, but will 
readily rock under impulses imparted to the 
stylus 10 by the sound record groove. 65 The microphonic element is supported 

to the casing in any suitable manner, as, for 

the stylus, the microphone is subjected to 

solely by the stem 21, which in turn is carried 
by the stylus arm. Therefore, when the 
stylus is vibrated by the sound record groove 
such vibration is imparted to the diaphragm 
14 and because of the inertia of. the micro 
phone the granules are subjected to com 
pression Ani released therefrom in a man 
ner similar to the action of a microphonic 
element when the casing is held rigidly and 
the diaphragm is vibrated. 

Howeyer, by mounting the microphonic 
element upon the stylus arm close to the 
stylus, that is, between the support for the . 
stylus arm, and the record engaging end of 
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80 
violent agitation without undue dampening 
effect upon the stylus, although the stylus 
arm constitutes the sole support for the 
microphonic element through the connectin 
stem in turn connected to the diaphragm. o 
the microphone. 
The microphonic element may be made, 

minute since excellent results are obtained 
when the microphonic casing is one-half to 
five-eighths of an inch in diameter and 
about three-sixteenths of an inch thick. 
While the actual weight of the microphonic 
element is small it is so constructed that it 
has sufficient inertia to cause relative move 
ments of the microphone diaphragm with 
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cause the desired action of the microphone. 
It is because the microphone is mounted to 
act in the manner described that it is termed 
an inertia microphone, thereby distinguish 
ing it from microphones in which the body 
of the microphone is rigidly secured to a 
support or mounting. The inertia micro 
hone has the advantage of producing far 
ess dampening effect upon the stylus than a 105 
microphone otherwise mounted and the bene 
ficial effects obtained by the microphone far 
olitweigh any detrimental effects due to the 
mounting of the microphone upon the stylus 
arm, this being especially true when the 110 
microphone is mounted between the support 
for the stylus arm and the active end of the 
stylus. - is: 
Extending across the sound box casing 1 

is a bridge piece 26 to which is secured an 115 
electromagnet 27 having a pole piece 28 in 
close relation to the face f the diaphragm 
2 at the center portion of the latter. The 
microphone and electromagnet are suitably 
electrically joined so that electrical undula- 120 
tions produced in the circuit by movements 
of the microphone imparted thereby by the 
stylus cause vibrations of the i. 2 
in accordance with the variations in the 
sound record groove. . 
The actual operation of a structure built 

in accordance with the showing of Figures 
1 and 2 has demonstrated that the repro 
duced sounds have a naturalness not obtain 
able in sound reproducing machines where 130 
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the vibrations of the stylus are mechanicall 
imparted to the soundbox diaphragm and, 
furthermore, the reproduced sounds have 
been found to be superior in naturalness 5 to electrically operated reproducing dia 
phragms where the microphones have been 
so situated as to have a material dampening 
effect upon the vibrations imparted to the 
stylus by the sound record groove. The su 
perior results obtained are believed to be 
due to the employment of the inertia micro 
phone and to the mounting of the micro 
phone so as to receive the impulses of the 
reproducing stylus without transmission 
through a considerable distance before reach 
ing the microphone, and hence losses due to 
mechanical conditions are avoided. 
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In Figure 2 the electrical connections be-, 
tween the microphone and the electromagnet 
27 are diagrammatically indicated. The 
magnet 27 has one side connected directly 
to metal parts of the sound box as by a con 
ductor 29 connected to the bridge piece 26, 
while the other side of the magnet 27 is con 
nected by a 'conductor 30 to a battery 31 
which may be taken as representative of any 
suitable source of current. The battery 31 
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is shown as connected by a conductor 32, in 
m cluding a switch 33, to one side of a rheostat 
30 34, while the other side of the rheostat is 

connected by a conductor 35 to a switch 36 
having in the path of its arm the terminals 
of two conductors 37, 38. The conductor 
37 is connected to a volt meter or other suit 
able indicating instrument 39, the other side 
of which is connected to the conductor 24. 
The conductor 38 is EE about the in 
strument 39 so that the latter may be in 
cluded in or cut out of circuit without affect 

40 ?ing the continuity of the circuit. 
Considering the switch 36 as coupled to the 

conductor 38 with the rheostat 34 adjusted 
to the zero point and the switch 33 closed, 
the circuit may be traced from the battery 
31, through switches 33 and 36, conductor 
38, conductor 24, spring member 23, cover 
16, conductor 19, back contact 13, granules 
15, diaphragm 14, stem 21, stylus arm 5, 
sound box 1, bridge piece 26, conductor 29, 
winding of the electromagnet 27 and con 
ductor 30, back to the battery 31. Such an 
arrangements when in operation causes the 
production of a variable current in the elec 
tric circuit and a corresponding variation in 
the magnetic effect of the electromagnet 27, 
especially if the pole piece. 28 be a perma 
nent magnet. Under the conditions assumed 
the microphone and electromagnet are sub 
jected to the full power of the battery 31 as 
modified b 
the microphone. In order that an operator 
of the sound reproducing machine may pro 
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duce modifications in the reproduction of 
the sound, the rheostat 34 is provided, 

65 whereby extra resistance is introduced into 

ascertain whether the fault is in a weaken 
ing of the battery. The volt meter need be 

the variations by resistance in 
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the circuit and the effect of the battery is 
correspondingly reduced, so that the repro 
duced sound may be materially modified and 
softened. 

Since an electric battery will be the usual 
source of electric current, such battery is 
liable to weakening by use, and, therefore, 
an electric measuring instrument 39, shown 

70 

as a volt meter but which may be any other 
type of electric measuring instrument, is 75 
provided so that an operator may ascertains 
at any time the condition of the battery and 
if the reproduced sound is not of the char 
acter expected the operator may quickly 

80 

used but momentarily, since the switch 36 
provides for the cutting in and out of the 
volt meter, at will. 

In Figure 6 there is shown a cabinet 40 
containing a sound reproducing machine 
which may be considered as provided with 
a sound box 1 having a diaphragm. 2, a 
microphone 11 and an electromagnet 27. 
The cabinet is shown as provided with the 
usual cover 41 and with a turntable 42 car 
rying a record tablet 43. In such a cabinet 
there is room for placing the battery 31 of 
which a storage battery will be found to be 
a convenient form. The rheostat 34 is con 
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veniently mounted within the cabinet in ac 
cessible position and the volt meter 39 is also 
conveniently mounted within the cabinet 
in accessible position for observation. 
The structure of Figures 1 and 2 may be 

included in a cabinet form of machine 
shown in Figure 6 or in any other type of 
sound reproducing machine, and the same 
is true of other forms of the invention to be 
described. 

In Figure 3 those parts similar to the 
structure of Figure 1 are designated by the . 
same reference numerals. The principal 
difference between the structures of Figures 
1 and 3 is that in the structure of Figure 3 l10 
means for the mechanical transmission of 
the stylus vibrations to the diaphragm 2 are 
included, so as to operate in conjunction 
with the means for the electrical transmis 
sion. The stylus arm 5 is replaced by a 115 
stylus arm 5 which may have the same kind 
of mounting as the stylus arm 5 and the 
corresponding parts are designated by the 
same reference numerals as in Figure 1 
The stylus arm 5, however, has a continua- 120 
tion 44 continued to the center of the dia 
phragm and there provided with a bent ter 
minal 45 having a pointed extremity 46 bear 
ing against the central portion of the dia 
phragm. The point 46 approaches as closely 125 
to a geometric point as is feasible, since theo 
retically the geometric point is the ideal 
form. Experience has shown that a broad 
contact and relatively rigid attachment of 
the stylus arm with the central portion of 130 
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the diaphragm is materially detrimental to 
the attainment of the best results and a re 
duction of such contact as well as the elimi 
nation of fixed connection between the stylus 
arm and the diaphragm is conducive to far 
Superior results. It is for this reason that 
the pointed end of the stylus arm where en 
gaging the reproducing diaphragm is made 
of as Small area as practicable and junction 
means are avoided. For the best effects in 
the mechanical transmission of the vibrations 
to the diaphragm the extremity of the point 
ed ends of the stylus arm should be in actual 
contact with the diaphragm without the in 
terposition of any wax or the like and the 
point where contacting with the diaphragm 
should be of the smallest practicable area. 
In the structure of Figures 3 and 4 a. 

Spring 25 is used to constrain the pointed 
end 46 of the stylus arm toward the dia 
phragm to maintain the stylus arm at all 
times in contact with the diaphragm. To 
show that it is not necessary to employ the 

screw for p microphonic element as a binding 
the stylus, the microphonic element 11 in 
the structure of Figures 3 and 4 is attached 
to the stylus carrying end of the arm 5. 
close to the stylus, the attachment being by 
a stem 21 which may be of considerably 
smaller diameter than the stem 21 of Figures 
2 and 8, although any particular size is 
not obligatory. In the structure, of Figures 
3 and 4 a thumb screw 47, such as is cus 
tomarily used, is applied to the socket end 
9 of the stylus arm to hold the stlyus 10 in 
place and the microphone 21 is mounted on 
the socket end 9 of the side of the latter 
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remote from the thumb screw 47. Since it 
is desirable that the impulses imparted to 
the diaphragm be applied thereto as close 
as possible to the center of the diaphragm 
the electromagnet 27 has a split pole piece 
28 straddling the bent end 45 of the stylus 
arm 44. Otherwise the structure may be 
similar to that of Figure 1. 

Since in the structures described the dia 
phragm 2 is actuated by an electromagnet, . 
such diaphragm is either made wholly of 
iron or has an iron armature where under 
the influence of the electromagnet. For 
acoustical reasons it is preferred to have the 
diaphragm 2 wholly of iron and such dia 
phragm may follow telephone practice. 
The electrical connections of the structures 
of Figures 3 and 4 may be the same as that 
of Figures 1 and 2 or may be such as is 
hereinafter described with reference to Fig 
ure 7. The microphone 11 of Figures 3 and 
4 is shown in Figure 9, where the stem 21 
is indicated as of smaller diameter than the 
stem 21, but otherwise the microphonic 
element may be the same as that of 
Figures 1 and 2, except for the omission of 
the contact member 23, which is not neces 
sary in the structure of Figures 3 and 4. 

a - 

The inertia characteristic of the micro 

5 

phone may be utilized in a manner similar 
to the showing of Figure 7, in which there 
is indicated a sound box frame 1, diaphragm 
2 and neck 3 of the sound box. The stylus 
arm 5' mounted on trunnions 6 is shown in 
Figure 7 and the stylus arm is provided with 
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a stylus socket 9 adapted to receive a stylus 
10, the Socket having a thumb screw 47 
similar to the thumb screw 47 of Figures 
3 and 4. The stylus arm has an extension. 
44 on the side of its support remote from 
the stylus and such stylus arm extension 
4.4" may reach to about the center of the 
diaphragm, although it is neither connected 
to nor touches the diaphragm. A centraliz 
ing. Spring 25 similar to the centralizing 
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spring 25 of Figures 1 and 2 may be em 
ployed to hold the stylus arm in a normally 
neutral position. At the end of the arm 44. 
opposite the central portion of the dia 
phragm the arm carries a microphonic ele 
ment 11 by a stem 21 attached to the dia 
hragm of the microphonic element simi 

larly to the showing of Figure 9. The 
microphonic element therefore operates as 
an inertia microphone in the manner already 
described, wherein a diaphragm or vibratile 
member acts directly upon the resistance 
element being assisted in its action under 
vibratile impulses imparted to the stylus, 
by the inertia of the microphonic structure. 
It will be understood that while the vibratile 
element of the microphone has been de 
scribed as a diaphragm, other forms of 
vibratile elements or contacts may be used, 
although the diaphragm is to be preferred. 
Like E. microphone elements shown in the 
other embodiments of the invention, the mi 
crophonic element 11 of Figure 7 is wholly 
Supported by the stem 21 attached to the 
end 44" of the stylus arm remote from the 

; stylus. Since the microphone element is 
located about opposite the center of the dia 
phragm and relatively close thereto, suffi 
cient room does not remain for the electro 
magnetic device to vibrate the diaphragm 
2. Therefore, in the structure of Figure 7 
an electromagnet 27 is mounted in the neck 
8, so that its polar extremities 28 are in oper 
ative relation to the diaphragm, but on the 
face thereof remote from this microphonic 
element. In Figure 7 the electromagnet 27 
is of the horseshoe type, while in the other 
figures it is shown as of the single pole 
type, but it will be understood that either 
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type may be used in any of the structures, 
the horseshoe type Ei, the advantage of 
greater attractive strength. 
In the showing of Figure 7 a somewhat 

different arrangement of the electric circuits 
is provided. The conductor 24 leading 

25 

from one side of the microphone 11 is con 
nected to one end of the primary winding 
48 of an induction coil 49, the other end 130 
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way the microphone 11 sets up 
nating 
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telephone receiver. 

(as 

of the primary winding being connected by 
a battery 31, which in turn is connected to 
a rheostat 34, and the latter is connected 
by a switch arm 36 to either one of two 
conductors 37, 38 of which the conductor 37 
is connected to an indicating instrument 39 
and the circuit is then continued by a con 
ductor 50 to some metallic part of the sound 
box. The electromagnet 27 is connected on 
one side to the sound box and on the other 
side by a conductor 30 to one end of the 
Secondary winding 51 of the induction coil 
49, the other side of this winding being con 
nected to the conductor 50 all in the manner 
common to telephone installations. 

an alter 
current in the electromagnet 27 

similarly to the current set up in an ordinary 
It will be understood that the electrical 

installation of Figure 7 may be followed in 
the structures of Figures 1 to 4, or in any 
other embodiment of the invention. 
The particular type of sound box is not 

material to the present invention, nor is the 
particular type of sound record, and hence 
no attempt has been made in the drawings 
to show the various types of sound boxes or 
sound records, all of which are well known. 
Some of the principal features of the pres 
ent invention include the minute micro 
phonic element, the arrangement of the mi 
crophonic element with relation to the re 
producing stylus and the mounting of the 
microphonic element so that it has the least 
amount of dampening effect upon the re 
producing stylus and the inertia of the body 
of the microphonic element is utilized, and 
the combination of mechanical and electrical 
transmission to the stylus vibrations from 
the record to the Sound reproducing dia 
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phragm. 
The invention is applicable. to sound re 

producing machines of all sizes and designs 
whether of the disk or cylinder type or o the gramophone or phonographic type. 
While the microphonic element has been 

described as an inertia microphone of the 
granular type and also as provided with a 
diaphragm with a stem by which the mi 
crophonic element is wholly'supported, it is 
to be understood that the invention is not 
necessarily confined to such particular type 
or construction of microphone, especially 
with respect to some of the features of the 
invention. . It is possible to obtain good 
results with microphonic elements. of other 
than the granular type, or with a kind not 
provided with a diaphragm or with a kind 
otherwise supported than by a stem or with 
a kind where the inertia characteristic is due 
to other means than the body of the device. 

Again, the invention is not confined to 
mounting the electromagnetic actuating 

strument. 

In this 
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means for the sound-box diaphragm upon 65 
the sound-box, for it may be otherwise 
mounted so long as it maintains the proper 
relation to the sound-box diaphragm. 
In accordance with the present invention 

means are provided whereby the electric en 
ergy employed may be varied at will, so that 
the resultant effect in audible sound is that 
of crescendo and diminuendo in any shade 
of strength within the capacity of the in 

By properly constructing the 
rheostat 34t so that its changes are gradual, 
either continuously or by small steps in 
waves well understood by electrical engi 
neers, the gradations in the reproduced 
sounds may be sensibly continuous through 
out the range of the rheostat. 
ings the showing of the rheostat is merely 
conventional and it is to be understood that 
any type of rheostat suitable for the pur 
poses of the present invention may be em 
ployed. 

In some types of sound reproducing ma 
chines 
is accomplished by the employment of vari 
eties of styluses. In other sound reproduc 
ing machines the styluses are not changeable, 
and in such cases it has been proposed to 
produce gradations of the reproduced sound 
by damper or other mechanical structures. 
With the present invention the gradation 

is performed as gradually as desired, and 
without in any manner interfering with the 
free course of the air waves from the sound 
box to the external air. 
The rheostatic control has the advantage 

of changing the power of the reproduced 
sounds at will to any extent throughout the 
range of adjustment and with any type of 
sound reproducing instrument without re 
quiring any change in the Sound reproducing 
elements. The rheostatic control has the 

In the draw 
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further advantage in that it may be operated 
at the sound reproducing instrument or at 
any point outside of or distant therefrom, 
and the effects of changes in the rheostat 
are instantaneously apparent in the repro 
duced sound. 
What is claimed is:- 
1. Means for the reproduction of recorded 

sounds, comprising a sound reproducing dia 
phragm, electro-magnetic means for actuat 
ing it, a stylus arm with a stylus receiving 
portion, and a microphonic element electri 
cally connected to the electromagnetic means 
and provided with a support constituting a 
clamping means for holding a stylus in the 
stylus arm. . . . 

2. Means for the reproduction of recorded 
sounds E. a sound reproducing di 
aphragm, e 
ing the diaphragm, a stylus arm with a 
portion adapted to receive a reproducing 
stylus, and a microphonic element electri 

ectromagnetic means for actuat 
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cally connected to the electromagnetic means 
and having a threaded stem entering the 
stylus arm to clamp the stylus thereto. 

3. Means for the reproduction of recorded 
Sounds comprising a sound reproducing di 
aphragm, electromagnetic means for actuat 
ing the diaphragm, a stylus arm with a por 
tion adapted to receive a reproducing stylus, 
and a microphonic element electrically con 
nected to the electromagnetic means and hav 

to clamp the stylus thereto, said stem con 
stituting the sole support for the micro 
phonic element, whereby the inertia of the 
microphonic element is utilized in the pro 
duction of the microphonic effect. 

4. Means for the reproduction of recorded 
sounds comprising a sound reproducing dia 
phragm, a stylus carrier having a portion 
adapted to temporarily receive a reproduc 
ing stylus, electromagnetic means in Opera- . 
tive relation to the diaphragm for vibrating 
it, and a microphonic element electrically 
connected to the electromagnetic means and 
provided with a screw constituting the clamp 
screw for the reproducing stylus and also the 
sole support for the microphonic element. 

5. A sound box for sound reproducing ma 
chines provided with a sound reproducing 
diaphragm, electromagnetic means for ac 
tuating the diaphragm, a rockable stylus 
arm mounted on the sound box with one end 
of the stylus arm adapted to receive a re 
producing stylus, and a microphonic element 
for controlling the electromagnetic means 
and mounted on and supported solely by the 
rockable arm between the axis of rocking of 
the arm and that end of the arm adapted to 
receive the reproducing stylus. 

6. Means for the reproduction of recorded 
sounds comprising a sound box having a 
sound reproducing diaphragm, electromag 
netic means mounted to be in actuating rela 
tion to the diaphragm, a rockable arm mount 
ed on the sound box, yieldable constraining 
means in operative relaton to the stylus arm 
for maintaining it in a neutral position, and 
a microphonic element mounted on the stylus 
arm and electrically connected to the electro 
magnetic means. 

7. Means for the reproduction of recorded 
sounds comprising a sound box having a 
sound reproducing diaphragm, electromag 
netic means in actuating relation to the dia 
phragm, a rockable-stylus arm carried by the 
sound box, and an inerta microphonic ele 
ment connected to and controlling the elec 
tromagnetic means and carried solely by the 
stylus arm. 

8. Means for the reproduction of recorded 
sounds comprising a sound box having a 
sound reproducing diaphragm, a stylus arm 
in operative relation to the pit, to mechanically yibrate it, and electrically op 
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erated means for vibrating the diaphragm in 
operative relation to the stylus arm to cause 
the diaphragm to respond to the combined 
action of the mechanical and electrical means 
under impulses imparted thereby by the 
stylus. 

9. Means for the reproduction of recorded 
sounds, comprising a sound box having a 
sound reproducing diaphragm, a stylus arm 
mounted on the sound box in operative rela 
ton to the diaphragm to mechanically vi 
brate it, electromagnetic means movable with 
sound box in operative relation to the dia 
phragm to electromagnetically vibrate it, 
and a microphonic element mounted on the 
stylus arm for vibration thereby, and elec 
trically connected to the electromagnetic 
means, whereby both the mechanical and 
electrical impulses produced by the vibra 
tion of the stylus are caused to simultane 
ously act upon the diaphragm to vibrate it. 

10. Means for the reproduction of record 
ed sounds comprising a sound box with a 
sound reproducing diaphragm, a stylus arm 
mounted on the sound box in operative rela 
tion to the diaphragm to mechanically vi 
brate it, electromagnetic means mounted on 
the sound box in operative relation to the 
diaphragm to vibrate it, and a microphonic 
element mounted on the 'stylus arm adjacent 
to the stylus end thereof and electrically con 
nected to the electromagnetic means, where 
by the vibrations of the stylus are both me 
chanically and electrically imparted simul 
taneously to the diaphragm. 

11. Means for the reproduction of record 
ed sounds, comprising a sound box having a 
sound reproducing diaphragm, a stylus arm 
carried by the sound box in operative rela 
tion to the diaphragm for mechanically vi 
brating it in accordance with the vibrations 
imparted to the stylus by the Sound record, 
electromagnetic means in operative relation 
to the diaphragm for vibrating it, and an in 
ertia microphonic element electrically con 
nected to the electromagnetic means for con 
trolling said means and supported solely by 
the stylus arm. 

12. Means for the reproduction of record 
ed sounds comprising a sound box having a 
sound reproducing diaphragm, a vibratile 
stylus arm carried by the sound box in oper 
ative relation to the diaphragm for mechan 
ically vibrating it in accordance with the wi 
brations imparted to the stylus by the sound 
record, electromagnetic means in operative 
relation to the diaphragm for vibrating it, 
and an inertia microphonic element electri 
for controlling said means and supported 
solely by the stylus arm, the microphonic 
element being mounted on the stylus arm be 
tween its axis of vibration and the stylus end 
of the stylus arm. 
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13. A structure for the reproduction of 
sounds from sound records, comprising 
means for setting air into vibration, mechan 
ical means responsive, to a sound record for 
actuating the air vibrating means in accord 
ance with and by the sound record, and elec 
tric means associated with the mechanical 
means and with the air vibrating means for 
actuating the latter simultaneously with the 
actuation thereof by the mechanical means. 

14. A sound box for southd reproducing 
machines provided with a sound reproducing 
diaphragm, electromagnetic means for ac 
tuating the diaphragm, a rockable stylus 
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arm mounted on the sound box, and a micro 
phonic element for controlling the electro 
magnetic means and mounted on and sup 
ported by the rockable arm between the axis 
of rocking of the arm and the stylus carry 
ing part thereof. 

In testimony that I claim the foregoing as 
my own, I have hereto affixed my signature 
in the presence of two witnesses. 

CHARLES L. CHISHOLM. 
Witnesses: 

JoHN H. SIGGERs, 
EDITH L. BRowN. 
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